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1, Introduction

Dynamics of any quatfal system is described by the evo-

lution operator, and i t s coordinate-space matrix element is

the Green's function

where q is tho coordinate vector and E is the Hamiitonian

operator. The Green's function has a fundamental property

J
where dq is an integration measure. In particular, i t fol-

lows from (1.2) that

•£ —» о

A consequence of the definition (1.1) ia that Green's

function may be represented by the spectral expansion

where У^ (^) i s an eigen-function of the operator H,

//y- - S^ ^ _ • '̂ he 5̂ . functions are assumed to be

orthonornai with the measure dq, while the Ham.ltonian H

is heraitian with this measure. The function (1.1) satis-

fies thf; Suhroedinger equation, in both of i t s arguments,

with the initial с «.-edition (1.3).

A representation of Green's function in the closed

form of the path integral is useful for phyaical applicat-

ions. This representation is especially appropriate for tne

perturbative expansion and for the semel .gssical approxiaet-

ion. However, the Feyrunan original form



where L is the classical Lasrangian, and the functional

measure Dq is defined as a limit of correspondingly norma-

lized multiple integral, is known to be directly applica'o3e

only to the simplest (though the most interesting) case,

\Феп the coordinate space is infinite, and the Lagrangian

is of the form Z- -£%<, ̂ f^- Vff) ^th Лс

independent of q. For a more complicated Lagcangian with,

for instance, the metric tensor 9K£ depending on q

(the motion in a Hiemannian space) Eq.(1.5) needs a modifi-

cation involving an additional term lu. the Lagrangian pro-

portional to я, . This approach was developed by DeWitt ,

the corrections to L were also discussed by McLanghlin and

Scliuliaan . The reasons for modification of the path in-

tegral in case of curvilinear coordinates were also consi-

dered by Edwards and Gulyaev ? , Arthurs (polar coordi-

nates) and in more recent works by Gervais and JevicfcL ' \

and Salomonson (in view of the problem of qiafitization in \

nonlinear field theories). \
\

The idea to construct the path integral for a general !

dynamical system originated from Dirac and developed by

Feynman and Pauli (the lecttire notes cited in ̂  ) is for-

mulated as follows. At» small times the quantum fluctuat-

ions are inessential and Green*s function is Given by the

semiclassical approximation

-i

Here M= fZcCc is the classical action (tLe Hamilton
a

principal functiou), and
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i s the Van-Vleck determinant; the integration measure i s

written as efa ~ f>Cf, j /?<*}/ • * n C a s e °* t h e Eieman-

nian space the invariant measure i s given by

where 9 = У < ^ ^ .7 and C^is a constant. Green's func-

tion at finite times t i s obtained by integration of a pro-

duet of N Green'e functions for the small time intervals, i .

e. by a multiple application of Bq. (1.2). The limit /V-»o*

leads to the functional integral over all the intermediate

coordinates, that i s interpreted as the path integral. The

result i s a representation of the type (1.5) where L i s

substitutted oy an effective legcangian b^j obtained by the

expansion of the action ^ ^ Д , ; Т ^ UP *° * д е

first-order terms in «r* . The expansion of the preexpo-

nential factor (1.6) also contributes to b r f f • De Witt *

has found that in the case of Riuoannian space besides the

term -£*( /^2. ) arising from expansion of the preexponential

factor one has tc add ad hoc a supplementary term i. (л/2.)

to the Lagrangian OR i s the scalar curvature). This correct-

ion Is necessary for the Green's function to satisfy the

Schroedinger equation determined by means of the invariant

Laplace operator. This aspect «as discussed later by Cheng
1 0 and Bingrood 1 X .

If the coordinate space i s infinite, rvsj two points q.

and <ĵ  are connected by a unique classical trajectory at

sufficiently small times. However* if the space bas a non-

fcrivi&l topology, the classical trajectory i s not fixed by

i t s boundary points awn at t -> O. The simplest examples of

such situation are the motion of a particle on a circle



(this system Is considered in some detail in Section 2) or

the motion of a particle in a box with elastic walls. In

these cases the classical trajectories are fixed by a num-

ber of evolutions of the point around the circle or a num-

ber of shocks against the walls. It seems natural to gene-

ralize the principle of construction of the pattfintegral

in such a way, that to sum up the terms (1.6) over all

possible classical trajectories. Simple examples provide

with an evidence in favour of such a generalisation. How-

ever, with this prescription the Greenfs function at finite

times is no longer an integral (1.5), because at any step

one has not only to integrate over q, but also to sum over

possible trajectories. Note also that the contributions

(1.6) from different trajectories may enter with different

phases. This fact is well known in the context of the semi-

classical approach (see e.g. the review by Berry and Mount

). Thus the quantization by means of the path integral

is essentially more complicated if the configuration space

is a manifold with a nontrivial topology. Rote also that

the canonical quantization based on construction of the

momentum and energy operators also deserves a special treat-

ment in such a situation (see e.g. the work by Wan and

Viaaminsky *•* ),

The subject of the present work is an analysis of

problems arising at quantization and construction of the

path integrals for the dynamics on the compact Lie groups.

This example is interesting in view of a number of reasons,

first, the dynamics on the group manifold is an object of

some modern quantum field theories , such as the cfaLral

models or theories of gauge fields on a space lattice.



Second, the dynamics on groups have the mentioned featurest

the kinetic energy depends not only on velocites but also

on the coordinates, and the compactness of the group mani-

fold is the reason of appearance of an infinite set of

classical trajectories with fixed end points. Third, the

group structue of the dynamics results in an unaaoiguous

canonical quantization (see e.g. the paper ^ and the work

by Charap 1* , as well as the books by Maekey * and Segal

1 6) so that the path integral construction may be i^deper-

dently checked. Moreover, for the free notion on the group

manifold the semiclassical approximation is found to coin-

cide with the exact solution (with an appropriate constant

shift of the energy spectrum). Needless to say, the presence

of external forces spoils this coincidence, but at saall

times the potential does not change qualitatively the tra- !

Rectories and tbe giape of the Green's function used in j
i

cc istruction of the path intecral. In fact, modifications ;

necessary for quantization in curved spaces are always due I
i

to the kinetic energy. For instance, in the operator (

approach the ordering problem arises ^ust in the kinetic *

term (see ).

The ?eynman integral (1,5) displays the reason why the

systems with quadratic HaraLltonians like the oscillator or

the free action in Euclidean space are described exactly in

the semiclassical approach. In these cases one has a mul-

tiple Gaus3ian integral, that i s calculated exactly by the

stationary phase method. We have no such a simple explanat-

ion why the free quantal motion in group manifolds is also

quaciclassical. I t is clear that the nigh symmetry of the

system i s involved but the reason is not too manifest.



For instance, the motion on the spheres Sn i s also highly

symmetric but the semicl assical formulas are exact only

at n=.i or3/ when the sphere i s a group/1

It i s remarkable that the group manifold has a natural

Biemannian metrics while the curvature R i s constant and

simply related to the group dimension n, Ben/4. A clear

example i s the SIT(2) group that i s isomorphic to a three-

dimensional sphere. Actually, a unitary 2x2 matrix may be

written as U.= QQ + C&c£ , while Ct*S&~&J i f

cftiu— <*o + "&Z~f- . For other groups the geometry i s

more complicated.

The construction of Green's function fox* a manifold

may be reduced to the problem with a trivial topology (the

same as for the infinite Euclidean space) in the case when

the manifold may be represented as a coset space of an

infinite space by a transformation group. 7or example, the

unft circle i s a coset of a line by the group of translat-

ions, multiple of 2jr . Therefore Green1о function for

the circle may be represented as a «urn of Green's functions

for a line having the in i t ia l (or f inal) points shifted by

2irn- (see further Bq. (2.4)). These points are not dis-

tinguishible on the circle. In general, l e t M be a coset

space, i . e . J M ~ A/j f • I* *be Hamiltonian in the

space К i s invariant under transformations belonging to the

group Г » and Green's function for H i s known, the Green's

function for H may be constructed as a sum over the group

Г :

(1.8)



If N Is a space with t r iv ia l topology, then Kfi шау be writ-

ten as a path integral, whil<- the sum for K̂  arises only at

the last step. He show that this approach i s valid for any

compact Lee group. In this case N i s the corresponding l i e

algebra and Г i s the characteristic la t t ice of the group.

I s for the Lie algebra, i t i s a usual infinite Rieraannian.

space and the Green's function may be «ritten in the Peyn-

аал form*

The quanta], motion in group manifolds was considered

previously i n a number of works» Evidently, the f i r s t const-

ruction of Green's function for general compact Lie group

17«as elaborated by Eskin. ' , This author considered the heav

transfer equation, but hie results may be imnediately

applied to the Schroedinger equation after the substitution

-£-*> i-6- . Motion in the SU(2) and 80(3) groups, as

well as the path integrals, was studied by Schull man ,

He has shown, in particular, that the exast solution in

these cases i s given by the semiclassicai series, However,

this author has presented no simple path integral. Dowfcer

' expanded the wcrJc by Schulman to any group but exp-

l i c i t formulas and proofe were given by him oaly for the

3C(2>) groups. Evidently, neither Scimlman aor Dowter кгеге

aware of Bskin's work that overlaps most of their results .

The pathantegral for SU(N) was considered in a work by the

21
present authors . The path integral discussed in that

woric i s now presented in a more simple fori? using the

relation (1.8).

In process of this work we have to do with various

results of the Lie group theory. They are contained in a

number of sources but rather dispersly and not always in



a form available for a physicist. Therefore we suppose it

would oe helpful to supply this article with an Appendix

containing a brief survey of the results in the Lie group

theory that are most important for our purposes. We present

commentaries to the cited statements without a pretence to

be strict or absolutely general and avoid a terminology

alien to the physics. As for the literature, we used a paper

by Cartan , books by Elsenhart ^ , Weyl , Zelobenko

^ , and Crilmore , the reviews by Eacah ' , Berezin and

Gelfand 2 B , DynkLn and Oniehchik ^ , Berezin ^° . In con-

cepts of Rlemannian geometry we follow the Dook by Landau

and bifshits 5 1 .

The composition of our paper is as follows. In Section

2 we discuss the- motion on a circle. This simple example is

of interest because the circle is the compact abelian group

U(l) as well as the one-dimensional sphere. The motion on

a circle was discussed previously in various contexts Lut '

we return to this subject in order to illustrate methods \

applicable to less trivial situations. In Section 3 the i

classical dynamics of a point in space of the group parame- -

ters is described. Solutions of equations of motion are

presented as well as the classical action. In Section 4-

the quantal dynamics on a compact simple Lie group is con-

sidered. The Hamiltonlan, energy spectrue, and the eigen-

functions are presented. The SU(2) group is considered in

some detail. In Section 5 the semiclassical approximation

for Green's function is constructed* In particular, the

preexponential factor is calculated. It is shown that the

eeaiclassical approximation satisfies the Schroedinger

equation. In Section 6 two variants of the path integral

8



for thi Lie group are constructed. In Section 7 the motion

on a sphere of any dimension is considered. Two path integ-

ral representations are constructed. The f irst treats the

sphere as a Riemannian space, the second i s based on «wed-

ding of the sphere Sn into the Euclidean space of (n+1)

dimensions*

In Appendix A necessary results on the Lie aJgebrae,

the Lie groups, and their matrix representations are con»

piled. In Appendix В the geometry of the group manifold i s

debcribed. Appendix С deals with the structure of the maxi-

mal torus. The у - functions on the maximal torus are also

considered.

2. Material Point on a Circle: th(> U(I) Group

Consider a free motion on a circle. The coordinate is

the angle у» , О-$Г< 2 y r , the Lagransian id Z= •£<f2' ,

the trajectory is )* = £ + uft where %

and u) are constant. The classical action depends not only

on the boundary points of the trajectory but also on the

number of evolutions in process of the motion* Evidently,

the action is

A^(TtK ; tf> (*t)'(rt - К - 2 K.)2- (2.1)

where n=O,+l, +2 represents the number of evolutions in

positive or negative directions.

The quantal Hamiltonian i s H = - -j- ̂ ~ ($

i t s eigen-functions and elgen-values are

where a is an integer and the V̂~ functions are normalized

^ this case the spectral '



expansion is :

(2.5)

the transformation of the Q -function (Eq. (C.7)) the

function КСЙ-VS '^ m a ? a l s o b e written as a sum over c lass i-

cal trajectories

Separate ttrme in this series axe Green j fv actions on a

line while the series as a whole is perio'leal, K(<f;£)—

jf(<p-t-2rr •£) • ̂ te sum i n Bq. (2.4) is a

particular example of (1.8).

In this example the multiplicative property (1.2) is

of the form

о

This is a direct consequence of Eq.(2.3). The seaiclassical

series (2.̂ -) also enables one to check (2.5) as with the

sum over n the intermediate integral over *P may be

expanded to the «hole line, while the function К satisfies

(1.2) when integrated within infinite limits. Thus

• * ,

and JSq. (2.4) follows directly «iiea Bq. (1.2)ia applied to Z.

Sepeated use of (2.5) leada to & path integral

10



о

where f»
e
 ?-% ; S-6x£-S— • Substitution of ]£

in form of Sq.(2.4) results in a representation of y

by means of the N-fold sum over n,, •.., n« сombined with

the (N-l)-fold integral from 0 up to Zrr . However, shift-

ing the integration variable one substitutes at any step

X /V.
Г. a commentary to Bq.(2.5)). The result Is

/7

The integral of the Lagrangian is approximated by a sum

over time intervals S"6s **/%: , and at any interval

•
 T n u a t h e

 P
a t n

 integral for

a circle is reduced to the path integral on a line summed

over the equivalent points whose difference is a multiple

of 2ir .

We have considered just the case of the free motion.

However, the presence of a potential changes nothing in

principle, though in that case Green*s function depends

essentially on both arguments ^ and f£ (not only

on the difference <f „ <f ), and the sum over cb ssical

trajectories is not, in general, the exact solution. If

» o n e aajr consi<ier an associated

II



problem for a line with «2> jf Ф ~ Y ( r ) where

*И("Ф] is the periodical conticuation of VffJ from the

interval (&/2Tr) . The Hamiltonian commutes with the

translation of the line by 2rr , so Green's function for

the line is invariant under simultaneous shifts of ?PQ

and ф i wiile Green's function on the circle is periodi-

cal in any of i t s arguments separately

(2.8)

Both functions К and К satisfy the same differential equat-

ion but with different boundary conditions. Therefore in

general one may write К as a series similar to (2.4). The

corresponding path integral (2.7) is also valid. Any of

the points, Ф or <§ , may be shifted by 2<rn. , the

result is the same.

The circle is the simplest compact gioup U(l) with

elements *xp «•' ̂ ° . The line is the abelian one-dimensio-

nal translation group T^ . Translations by 2rrrc n=O,+l ...

is a subgroup Z, while the unit circle is the cooet space

So one may consider the representation (2.7) as an

application of the general statement (1.8).

It is instructive to obtain another path integral for

motion on a circle treating it as a motion on a plane with

a constraint ̂  =1, where q = f <*>j y» JV« f _p ±
3

a two-dimensional vector. Rewrite the integral in Eq.(2.6)

by means of a bagrange multiplier»



trr

At small *C Green's function (2.4) is approximated by

To prove this expansion one nay expand the r.h.e. in

the Fourier series. The coefficients are proportional to

the Bessel functions. Retaining two main term- in their

asymptotic expansion at small т~ (ttds is the accuracy

sufficient to construct the path integral) «.ad comparing

the result with the spectral expansion (2.3) one can see

that the two forms are equal with the necessary accuracy

(more details are given in Section y).

Taking into account the identity

at q|= q% я 1, substitute (2.9) and (2,10) into (2.6). In

the limit
 f

?"-
j
> ° one has

(2.11)

r (Znc-vfi- П

Theflntegration over q and A i s within infinite lbiite, &s

in the Уеупвап integral» uote, that besides a term due to

the constraint, in the effective Lasran^iaa a constant

13



"potential" - /fZ.
 i s a l s o

 Present, that is of purely quan-

tal origin. (In Eq.(66) of the paper a wrong number was

given). In Eq.(2.11) the trajectories are approximated by

piecewise linear choice on the plain, ж iile in Eq.(2.7) the

liuks of the chain are arcs of the circlet This difference

results in a correction to the Lagrangian. Such an effect

was a
1
 so detected in ̂  when changing the Cartesian coordina-

tes by the polar coordinates in the path integral. Such cor-

rections are specific for quantum motion on curved surfaces.

Probably, they account for the quantum fluctuations deviating

the point out of the manifold determined by f\e constraints.

5. Classical H.vnamics or. the Group Manifold

Before studying the quantal dynamics for ax> arbitrary

group manifold, it is instructive to consider the correspond-

ing problem in the framework of classical mechanics. Consider

a dynamical system with the coordinates T"" that are

parameters cf a compact Lie group, <%_ - l
f
 • ••! n. The

Ligrangian describing the free (inei»;ial) motion is invari-

ant under arbitrary shifts of the group elements» ~

~* 2 £(?)f where 9 and g are any fixed ele

ments. A Ietgran^ian that has this property is

(5*1)

sp J
Here 2>(£)~ exp.TC T**- is an irreducible unitary

matrix representation of the group, X ;= _ J£^ , to

is a constant. If we put /<s*x'/xJ( where n is the group

dimension, d is the representation dimension, and X

ii the eigenvalue of the second-order Casimir operator,

14



then 9 ($) is the metric tensor in the group manifold,

s*>e (B.10). To oh«ck thie Т&Л, it is sufficient; to use

Eqs.(B.15)

where (sj,» is the Killing tensor (A.2). Evidently, the

Lagrangian (5»1) is actually independent on the choice of

the representation and has a clear geonetxic meaning,

eZ - _t / —Г ) . where </j" is the element of length
^•e g.

 l
 t*xr /

in the Riemannian space, that is the group ma. xfold.

The free motion equation /
4
-i«- J7^

k
~(f)f

<
~f'

:
~~ О

(see e.g. * ), in view of Eq.(3.11) may be wricten as

follows

Thus, the quantitites j T
4
= M& (f)f * as *'ell as the |

Lagrangian ^" " £ ^,g У У i ar*
4
 constant along I

the trajectory, and the equations of motion are reduced to i

a first-rrder system f*~ zz Lg(j) £ € , where I^M"1 . j

In particular, if J*fo)~o , the- .JS*4- f^fo) , and

using (Б.8) one may find the solution at once^F

The time dependence of the sroup element is jiven by

where JL^ is the group generator. If JPfo/= e is the

unit element, then

= 0'***?(??) 01 ?=£* o.5)
where if and X а и independent on t , and H. ar« the

commuting generators of the group (the basis of the Carfcan

subalsebra). At an arbitrary initial condition, 2fa)~9 ,

the trajectory i s given by £ —$-(*)£Q v±th

15



of the form (5.5). The classical action Л , as well as the

Lagran-Дап, is invariant with respect to left or right

shifts of the group elements. The identity Д(%. ? ^ ; t ) =-

flfllV § Э 't) where 9 is a fiacd element, results

in that the action depends on the element

In view of the condition A(f f $g ; tjsj}fv£ f ̂  ; t)t the

action i s a function only of the "radial" coordinates <f

in Eq.(3.5). Integrating the Lagrangiaa (3.1) along the

trajectory, one has

where JL is a scale factor, see (A.6).

The Hamilton formalism is constructed in t4e usual

way, while the momenta p and the Hamiltonia1" H are

expressed Dy means of conserved "generalized momenta" -* :

C3.6)

Note that the Poisson brackets for the generalized momenta

do not vanish, but in view of Eq.(B.I) they reconstruct

the original Lie algebra:

P

2be action ^(Jt tfo ; t) satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi

equation in g (as well 8s in ^ )for the Banilto-

nian H given in (3.3). Using the differential operator

(B.I) and the relations (B.1O) and (B.14), this equation

may be written as follows

16



To check this equation for the function A given in (3.3) it

i" sufficient to note that i.̂  view of Eq. (B.S)

lilting the solution as an inertial motion, jE~*= p"* £

(or ^ = «5C L ) we actually describe the trajectory on the

Lie algebra, where rhe coordinates are not limited. At

fixed t any two points of the Lie algebra are connected by"

a single trajectory, so the action is a one-Valued function.

The transition from the algebra to the group is an e-ponei -

tial jnapping, and the parameters in (5.4) are known for a

given group element only up to a shift. This bmbiguifcy is

expressed in terms of the "radial" variables: the vectors

cf and V9 *" 2^У correspond to the same group element,

if

^
J
 . (3.11)

where f <* are simple roots of the alrjeora, t. is tne

rank:, and *t- are arbitrary integers (the discussion see

in Appendix C). Correspondingly, two fixed points of the

group are connected by an infinite set of classical trajec-

tories, characterized by the numoers п.. , The action for

J
a given trajectory is

wnere S
/K
*A(F'FV* f^2L^-t

J
 , and ̂  ,

;
re

normalized coordinates on the oiaxioial torus,-Ж•$ ̂  <
 7

~

(see ippendix C).

In view of Eqs.(3.7) and (3.12) one should emphasize

17



a fact important for the following. In operators and func-

tions defined in two different spaces, the Lie group and

the Lie algebra wo use as a rule, the same notation for tn«»

argument - the group element 9 . Of course, one should

have in mind that the functions on the algebra depend on

the element JC ~ T^JC > i .e . on the coordinates JF 4 - ,

that have unbounded variations. The group element i s

g p oc . S o if the argument for tne algebra

i s written as Jf= g g , we mean the element of the

al-ebra Л ( exp x. ~ <z*p &f • evp x.^ ) defined by the

BaJter-Canipbell-Hausdorf series. The coordinates are then

functions of T4- and T ; the fixst terms of the

power expansion of this functions are givan in (Б.З ).

*• The Quintal Dynamics

The canonical quantization on a Riemanniar- space may

be started from construction of the momentum operator

where £ s Q^ ZcuC^rJJ , S-^etJ6i . This
32approach was discussed by DeWitt ^ (see also a more recent

note ~oj Chand and Casanova ^ ). The operator (4.1) i s

herraitian if the scalar product of wave functions is defi-

ned by integration with the invozlant measure /IT^°f?*".

In сазе of the group space the Christoffel symbol i s given

hy (E.l l), and

(the last identity i s a consequence of (B.I)). The opera-

tors of generalized momenta and energy are also hermitian

and are of the form

18



\U-ct,LZ*€

where 4 is the Laplace operator (B.16).
•л

The operator -£̂ _ i s proportional to the left shift

operator (B.I) and the Poisson brackets (5.9) become the

commutator

The solutions of the Schroedinger equations are the

matrix elements of the group representations (cf.(B.20)),

and the energy levels are proportional to the Casimir ope

rator eigen-values:

" **($)* е<Ъ

where С is the highest weight and Л is given in

(A.11). чЪе У' functions are orthonoraal (cf.(A.52)).

The Green's function , just a<* the classical action,

d only on the radial coordinat

over the representation ohaJPacters*

depend only on the radial coordinates у and is expanded

where £~£{jo — V n.(tf)\r . Using the invariance

of the measure, Eq.(1.2) may be also written as follows

19



I t follows а1зо from (4.6) that

Now we present some explicit formulas for the SU(2)

group. Write the group element by means of the Fauli matri-

ces * ) : £-**P ^ <TkJa~ . where a. = 1,2,3, ^ ** <f> GO »

со i s a unit vector, OS ^f>< 7Г . p O r the rotat ion group

S0(3"y the parameter «2^ i s the rotat ion angle, co i s

the axis, and 0^y><^ .

Using Eqs.(B.5) one gets

and 2

(4.10)

Green's function i s a sum over a l l angular momenta \

The energy operator

where ^ j j i s *be Laplace operator on the sphere S 2 .

The operator H i s the Haffliltonian for symmetrical "top

(see e.g. the textbook by Landau and I i fah i t s ^*, § 103).

However, here i t i s expressed in terms of the variables
{Pf c? , and not the Euler armies. The e%en-functions

•) We use here such a normalization that °(~ Z , but not /si
as in Eq. CA..41), so u=l and Л. =8.
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for which the variables ( ft ь> ) are separated, are obtained

in *" . On the other hand, one easily recognizes in (4.12)

the Laplace operator for the sphere S* the four-dimensional

points of which are ( Sc^fcOj C*9 f> ) (cf. Section 7).

The "radial part" of the Laplace operator may be given in

form (B.I?)

The constant +1 here provides the ground state with the

zero energy.

5. Semiclaesical Approximation

In this Section we present the semiclassical expressions

for the Green's function on the Lie algebra and ths Lie

group and prove that they are the exact solutions.

For the Lie algebra the seiniclassical approximation is !

given by Eq.(1.6) with action (3.7). The coordinates are \

the parameters F , the integration ceasure i s the

RiemanrtKn one and given in Eq. (B.12), so that f>(j}~C /%. ;

In fact, the Lie algebra may be treated as a Hiemaanian

space with the trivial topology; an element of the aljebra

i s in one-to-one correspondence with th.2 coordinates 7" ^~ i

that are unbounded. Therefore one may deduce Eq.(1.6) for

the Lie algebra, following Deffitt ^ .

Calculate the preexponential factor. Using the metric

tensor (B.12) as well as the definition (B.I) one gets
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g 9For the free raot-on, the action depends on $=g 9

only, and using 2qs. (B.15) and (B.14) one sets witii the

function defined in (3.6)

<**£'* (f€) ъ<$.)Щ, i; Ф *4* ФЪ Ф*$ф-п
Using now the explicit form for the action 0.7) as well as

ЕОЕ.СБ.7) and (B.o) one obtains for the semiclassical Green's

function, oa the Lie algebra i. -"

ф&) ; ( ) ( $ ^ ^ ] (5.3.)
where

Q ) « f

The t -f 0 limit of K? is the S~-function on the Lie

algebra. This i s a result of the fact that at JC-* О the

serriclassical expression satisfies (l.2) up to some terms

of higher order in л] . One may use this property to find

the pree::ponential factor, calculaci a^ the integral in Eq.

(1.2) by aeans of the stationary phase method.

Prove now that the exact Green's function equals to
cl

л " ti.nec a trivial factor
A

K, <*;*)* <е(?;*)"?(^ тг) С5.*)

I it t -? 0 the initial condition is correct,

i Кд ( / ; v > Cg i ^ ]* / , so one has

to check that (5.7+) satisfies the Schroedinger equation

ifL /3-t ^ hf К . Tfitb the Haniiltonian

// —~ •£••£. G 'a^ v§ we establish that the equation

io satisfied if the following relations are valid:
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~ п.

(5.7)

The first one i s the Hamilton-Jacob! equation (3.10). To

check (5.6), note that J ^ 8 = - ^ ^ = - ^ J C . Using

now the A operator in form of Eq.(B.16), we ^et for

l .h.s . of Eq.(5.6)

By means of E^. (B.-3) this expression i3 reduced to «Jj^«,

in agreement with г.п.я. То check (5.7) use the explicit

fora of the "radial part" of the Laplace operator (B.17)

and reduce Eq.(5«?) with account of (B. 18) to the identity

This is rue because l.h.s* is homogeneous in y> , while

its correctnsss at f-ч> О is а с asep_uence of E<j,(B.19).
Ш

5o K. in (5.4) i s indeed the exact Green's function for

the Lie algebra.

To conetruct Green's function oa a group one has to

have in mind that in mapping the algebra on the ^rcup the

sets of points Y+2nV with various V (see Sq. (3.11))

are identified, so the function for the fjroup is to be

invariant under the translation V9-* V*+ 2тг\? . it natu~

ral way to obtain such a function is to sua K. ovor all
A

- • -»

possible values of V . Note, however, th$t the sector V=о

for the «lgebre is defined in the feyl chamber (A.24)

the translation, in general leada the point out of the
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chamber. Using the invariance of K. with respect to the

Weyl group 0^ , one is able to extend the support of K^

00 the whole Euclidean r-dimensional space of vectors f

We name the space of the algebra parameters obtained in

this manner, the direct product fi <2> Q
w
 . Kxtending the

region of the parameters one has to insert a factor Щ

(N« is the order of the Weyl group) into Green's function,

so that tha normalization (1.3) be conserved. (!Ehis factor

arises from the fact that the ̂ -vector space is a super-

position of N,- ffeyl chambers. Ehe leyl reflections axe

linear transformations of the root system. It any reflect-

ion tp is transferred in a copy of the Weyl chamber).

Summing up the resulting Green's function over the

lattice formed by allowed values of V , we get Green's

function on the Lie group

-L

wnere
i
!
1

C5.9»)

j
In this formula the vectar <f is the coordinate on the

maximal torus of the group (it changes inside the elementary

cell of the lattice). Пае constant G
fi
 may be determined from

comparison of (5.9) with the spectral expansion (4.6). The

result is

where О О are the positive roots, p i s their number,

TJ T'/QbJ9- , 7* i e a s^P 1 6 root (j,
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* 1. ...» r, m e Appendix С), ]о- £ Z « . The expres-

sioa (5» 10) will be obtained in the next Section where an.

alternative deduction of the seaiclassical series (5.9) at

small t is presented.

The representation (5.9) is true because it satisfies

the Sehroedinger equation Dy construction, has the correct

periodical property on the group, at its limit at t -^ 0

is the S~- function on the group. The latter is checked by

comparison with the spectral expansion (see the next Seccion)

6. The Path Integral

To construct the path integral one needs Green's func-

tion at oaall tiaes*£*£ = хг* -гг » /V-»<*>
nr

In сазе of the Lie algebra effective region of jr**

(and f ) in (5.3) i s small at згаа11 t. The expansion of

at r-o is

where we have used Bos.(A.5),(1.6) and (A.25). For the path

integral only linear in T* terms in Greeo's function are

necessary. Within this accuracy, taking into account the

exponent, one may substitute QfJ*?*^- t r <?f C** t

< ^ C * « I - (see the works 5 » 4 ). The resulting appro-

ximate expression i s

Green's function at finite t = /V-r/̂ - i s obtained

by integration of product or Я functions ^iven by (6.2). The

result i s the path integral representation at N - * o° .
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where

rt-r

The integration, is over the whole space of / . , from -o©

up to CO ; ,? -£./„' ,

l̂ote that in Eq. (6.5) a correction to the classical L?.rp:au-

ь-ian arises, 4}n./Z*i - <.г&/*в , cf.(B.llb). For

the general case of the Riemannian space this correction
•x.

v/аз f ound by DeTCLtt ^ .

It i s clear from the construction that the integral

y^eff in Eq. (6.J) is approximated by the sw Д^ J Zo/xr

where nk.-~-i- \= -гг -̂ > о t wiiiie on any su^ll time inter-

val ths integral is calculated along the classical trajecto-

ry (geodesic) and equaxs to the action (3.7). So the paths

in Eq. (6.3) are chains cooiposed of segments of geodesies.

In the conventional Feynaan path integral the oaths are com-

potted of straight linear segments. The difference of JZ
ir

along the straight line connecting f, and К

from -^(f- ,$£f s^) is of order rxr . Therefore,

if one prefers to understand Eq.(6.3) as an integral over

pieccwxse linear paths, one has to add more corrections to

•£ , that may be interpreted as a effective potential

^-д.~ i. *~ (see the work
 4
 ). We mean that at small

tiaes the action calculated along a classical trajectory,

шау De represented as follows
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where &js.J.-f. . Correspondingly, the action may be consi-

dered as an integral along a straight line with
 b

e
ff

=Ir
"^

e
ff •

The shape of the function H
e f f

( ^ ) is determined by the

choice of the average point f~ . For instance, in the

work
 4
 jF- ^Cf+fs-,) »

 a n d f o r a n
 arbitrary Bieaannian

space

(This result is obtained from the corresponding formulas

in by means of a series of transformations).

If /"*-/. (
 as
 ia *) or if f is the average

point on the geodesic, connecting jr. and ?". , t?ien

^
s
 °̂

 a n a n D
^

n e r
 form» For example, in the latter сззе

С/ , ^*ff
s
 f

For the Lie algebra in both cases U --. depends on the t

variables £? , but it is a rather complicated function and

we do not present it here.

To construct the pa*"1! integral for the lie group there

are two possibilities. First one may take the expression

(6.3) for the Lie algebra and to sum up over the lattice

(see discussion before Eq.(5.9)). The result is

where * ^ Г - /С £> Я- . The measure ^ 9 is defined in



S э а.22) and (i.Z/). Similarly, Д ч - А*Н)Ч?» T h e

ration over F 4 f"4" i s on the lulinile. 4o»*<*in. The

coordinates of the end points of the paths in Bq.(6.?) are

к

—̂  —»

The vectors Ĵ  and ^ are the coordinates on the

maximal torus, the vector V is given by Sq.(3.11), the sum

in Eq.(6.7) is fulfilled over the group lattice. The final

point of the path on the algebra
 i s

 shifted in (6.8), one

may shift the initial point as well. Eecall tbidt in caso
of the free motion Green's function depends only on <P

where £L9~r =r yr~f^xp'ipf/ ~\f . I n the following we mention

the representation (6.7) as the first-kind path integral or

PI-1.

The second possibility to construct the path integral

i s Co find Green's function at small times (T^sj^t, and then

to iterate Bq.(1.2). Start from the spectral expansion (4.6)

at small P£ . Write Green's function in forn of

the Fourier series on the torus (cf.Sq.(C

•where / ? — ^~ ** P.- t the vectors 0/ form the basis

of the inverse 1 t t ice , and /?tf* — .£ ™J ^y . The sua

n (6.9) i s over a l l integer Hj • Note a consequence of
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invariance of the characters with respect to the Weyl group:

j the orthonormal property of the

characters for the ffeyl measure one gets a set of relat-

ions for the function

'$

Using Bqs.(A.29) and (A.35) ae well аз the symmetry of

these relations are reduced to

(6.11)

Suppose that at small *C* the function is of the form

C6.12)

where с is a constant. Substituting this fora into Bq.(6.11)

and using the explicit expression (4.5) for <£^ as well

as Eqs.(1.12) and (A.29) we obtain С ; "*^/гл
 anct:

Recall that '
Р
/Ц ~

 l
/
2
^*

 T n
^s at small f Green's

function is reduced to the 0 function (G.5)

Transforming it to the form of Eq.(C.y) and using (6.12),

one gets the result

where
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с =
Comparing this expression with (5.9a) at T-«» о , у»-* ?

 f

we find that Cg = O "
1
^

1
 , so that Eq. (5.Ю) for Cg arises.

T:7ing to get Eq.(6.15) directly from Eq.(5.9) at small t

one meets some mathematical questions. The problem is that

expanding the preexponential factor one has to taJSe into

account that Green's function is periodical iu y» . One

might also doubt whether it is possible to substitute <?Ъ+ f

in expressions like (&.1) Just in the same manner as in

Gaussian irtegrals over an infinite spac«*. However, in fact

these actions are loyal because one can obtain (6.15) from

(5.9) in an independent ташз-эг. One must have in mind that

at small t" all the integrals with the function (5.9) may

be calculated by means of the stationary phase method and i

with account of two main terms of the asymptotics, the ]

fu. ction (5.9) being approximated by the Gaussian contribute- •

j

ions near the saddle points if + 2rrv» We shall use this pro- \

cedure in the next section consider'ng the spheres for which !

no other way is at hand.

The Green's function at a finite time 'fc^-**- /V 't-

is constructed,as usual, integrating the product of fif small-

time functions (6.15) for consecutive intervals t- sz

~(y*'"~ ^ )~^ ' T n e i n t e S * a l is with the Weyl measure and the

domain of j r ^ i s compact. The resulting representation at

N -*• *» i s the "path integral" comrisiag at any time inter-

val not only the integration over the group, but also the

sum over 9 that takes into account the infinite set of

classical traject >ries connecting аву pair of consecutive

configurations. We call this representation the second-kind
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path integral, ¥1-2. Just this variant was considered for

unitary groups in our previous work .

In case of U(l), discussed in Section 2, the equivalen-

ce of PI-1 and PI-2 was soown manifestly (see the paragraph

after Eq.(2.6)). The direct proof of the equivalence for an

arbitrary group i s a very cumbersome task.

7. Path Integral for Sphere of Arbitrary Dimensionality

Consider dynamics on the n-diinensional sphere Sa . The

coordinates are components of a unit (n+l)-dimensional vec-
-9

tor <*> . The free Lagrangian i s

?he classical trajectories are the gre^t circles. The action

for the trajectory connecting <*>, and <-<̂. and evolving k.

times around the circle i s

where 9K = @+2nK > coi&= u)QoS^ and к i s an arbitrary integer.

The vector «J may be parametrized by explicit discrimi-

nation of i t s (n+1)-th component

where 3£. and q are n-dimensional vectors, Z£. - i , <?<!..

The Riemannian meesure on Sn and the Laplace operator on Sn

are given oy

Г f"
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с л 6 )

ГСУ+I) *~
n — 1

Неге Ag i s the Laplace operator for S , V i s the volume
of S n , f

J /2.

The quantal HantLltonian is H~- jr*- & £ . The

energy spectrum and the eigen-functions are

where С - 0Д»2» •••> ^
0

 i s fcne
 ^a^^ix element of the

zero column of a representation of the group SO(n+l); the

element Sfa) of this group is a rotation of a fired unit

vector e (say, with Q = 0 in (7.3))to the position of ьо .

The symbol M is a set of (n-1) indices numerating the compo-

nent of the /"- function, the set 0 consists of zeroes

(see the book by VilenldLn ̂ ° ). The q>ectral expansion of

Green's function is based on functions

4 U li
where 9 is a rotation of % into «еЛ . The element

t depends only on the angle 0 and is proportional to

the Gegenbauer polynomial. The resulting expansion ie

where (^ (***&/ i s the Gegenbauer polynomial,

ŷ r ^l/ . Green's function i s normalized for normali-

zed measure (7.4-)

To construct the path integral, find К(9;4.) at

small -4 -У5"£ by eans of the semiclassical approximation



(1.6). Using the q-parame-cers (7.5) one nay show that

7=
So the seraielassical approximation is

where Я fa ft) i s given by Eq. (7.2) and T

Substituting this form into the Schroedingei equation one

gets

(7.12)

Thus K° i s not a solution of the equation for n ^ ! •

However, the function JC (&/&J expf<-'tr ——• J

is the solution with the desired accuracy. The fact is at

&г£ *С the term with J^C&) is inessential and leads

to corrections -^T2" in tlreen's function.

Integrating Green's function Д / ^ ^ t ; * / with a

smooth function on the sphere f f^,) i i t is useful to

put the origin into the point u£ . "Vith the measure

(7.*) note that at small t the dominating contribution is

from the saddle points in О . The expanŝ  on of the pre-

ezponential factor near the saddle point &K = O is

A-1

With the assumed accuracy ^ i> с trru
 t s 0

 that the

asymptotic expansion is
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r-A(&
Kl
^J (7.14)

Integrating the product of N such functions one gets

~~ /7 JL. .
(7.15)

»:, у

where ^ ~ **£ » ~~ *'*t = ~£f ' AK is tne

classical action (7.2), R=n(n-1) is the fuemannian curva-

ture of the sphere S n . Thlr representation is of the type

PI-2 discussed at the end of Section 6. Bemind that it is j

much more complicated than the usual path integral for the

n-dimensiotial Euclidean space because all the intermediate

integrals are finite, while the action is a rather nontri- •

vial function of the end points of the trajectories. |

In two particular cases n=l an' n=3 the representation i

(?.15) is oust PI-2 for the groups U(l) and SU(2), respec-

tively. Note that fche Manifold of SU(2) is the 5-dimensio-

nal sphere with the radius /8~ (cf. the metrics in Eq.

(4.9)). Therefore the energy spectrum as well as the cur-

vature for S-̂  and SU(2) are equal up to a factor of 8,

7ith this in view, the expansions (4.11) and (7.8) coincide

at С = 2̂  .

In another variant of the path integral may be const-

ructed if we consider the motion on S
n
 as a motion on the

fn+l)-dimensional Euclidean space with the constraint
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T - i. where * is the (n+D-dimensional

vector. To deduce this variant, start from the spectral

expansion and write it at small "£-%£ for the effective

region of angles (-f-c*i& )~~ &£<:-+О * The series (7.8) is

approximated by the expression

(7.13)

Two main terms are retained here in f in region O~
c
°i9)^.Tr

In order to obtain (7.16) one may consider the known expan-

sion of the exponent

(7.17)

and to use the asymptotical expansion of the lujs^el funct-

ion <X /"%. ) at large values of i t s argument and

index Л > ^ л , &~i*+ t -~^ » i 5 see the book ^ ,

Section 6.45*. A.S usual, we assume ^hat at email t r

Green's function i s defined as a limit from the lower iialf-

plane of the complex '£* , i . e . J*,T" < О • Comparing tne

obtained series with (7.8) we establish that

t-t

+ O) K(&; F-6J (7 -

V- Z

Applying the operator ('f- $ ) to rhis idendity and

calculatins the derivatives we obtain. (7.16).

Еедщгк that Eq. (7.16) rnay be used for aa independent
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deduction of Eq.(7.14). Actually, expanding (7.16) near the

Saddle points one get8

where @
k
~&+ 2ггк . With account of the exponent and of

the measure (7.4), one may put within the prescribed accu-

racy

с* / * ' * (/.20)

ind ono get3 Eq.(7.14) once more.

To embed S
a
 into the Euclidean space, rewrite the in-

tegral with the measure (7.4) as follows

Now note that (f- ь*0) zz £(*4 - xo ) and

then Eq. (y.16) leads to

where /̂Г*"̂  ̂ -дг^
 %

 7^* x^ »1. . With account of

the exponent and of the Euclidean measure, one can sucbsti-

tute up to higher terms in T"

(7.23)



The resulting asymptotic expansion is

f («-<?-+ ff] **£(%'*? (7.24)

Is usual» Green's function at finite times i s construc

ted integrating a product of N small-time functions. The

intermediate integrals are now calculated with the measure

(7.21). The result i s (cf. Eq.(2.11)):

where

^ (Zrri-xrj Vz- Г?'' (2*с

The integrals in x and Л are for infinite space, the *

paths are piecewise linear, as in the conventional Feyrunan

integral. The second term in L ~~ is interpreted as the

La,3range constraint, A the indefinite multiplier, and

the third term is a "quantal potential" compensating the

contribution of fluctuations deviating the point from the

sphere.

Green's function for Sn may also be constructed using

the coset space representation: SU = SO(n+l)/SO(n). Accord-

ing to 3q.(1.8), the result is obtained integrating Green's

function for SO(n+l) over the subgroup SO(n), ?or the case

S one has to integrate over U(l) because S*~=SO(3)/SO(2)~

«•' 3U(2)/U(1). A. detailed discussion of this approach is
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outside the framework: of the present paper.

8. Conclusion

We have obtained various representation» of Green's

functions for compact groups and for spheres in fora of

the path integrals. The main results are given in JSqs.(2.7)

and (2.11) for the U(l) group, Eq. (6.3) for the simple Lie

algebra, Eq.(6.y) for the compact Lie group, Eos.(7.15) and

(У.25) for the sphere of arbitrary dimensionality. These

examples show that the general method by Detfitt developed

for noncompact Riemannian spaces, is quite appropriate for

compact manifolds. Still one has to supplement the integrat-

ion over the intermediate points of the paths with summing

up the sets of classical trajectories connecting the conse-

cutive points.

In another path-integral representation is also valid

for tie groups. Ihe Green's function is written as a sum of

the Feynman-De ?itt path integrals for an infinite space

(the Lie algebra) over the equivalent for the group initial

(or final) points of the paths. There is an another way to

write the path integral for spehere also. It results from

embedding S
n
 into the (n+l)-dimensional Euclidean space

where the motion £з mastered by the Lagrange constraint.

In all the considered cases quantal corrections

arise in the path integrals in addition to the classical

Lagrangian.

Classical and quantal dynamics is also discussed in

some detail for groups and spheres. For tne free motion on

a group, as in case of the Euclidean spaces, the semiclasai-

cal approximation provides with an exact description of the



qua^ntal dynamics (cf. (1.6) and (5.9)). In general, this

i s not true for spheres.

The authors are grateful to Dr.MJL.Olshanetsky for his

interest to tT 2 work and for useful сcements.
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Appendix A

SOME RESULTS OP THE THEORY OP LIB ALGEBRAS AND

LIE GROUPS

Л И . The Lie algebras

The multiplication las (commutator) in a Lie algebra

A is lenoted by the bracket £*>yj * ~ C**XJ * "k e r e

x and у are elements of A. Any element вшу be decomposed

over a set of basis elements JC^ , q_ = 1, ,,., si

Here n is the dimensionality of Ш е alg.bra A, С are the

structure constants» Д*
4
- are real or complex numbers»

The Сartan criterion states that the Lie algebra is semi-

simple if the Silling matrix

C
.r =- С

 С
ес *.»

is not singular. The symmetrical Killing tensor @

and its inverse Q*
S
 , С G "- У* > enable one

<»c

to set up the Euclidean space and to consider cogra iient

and contragradient tensor components. The Jacob! identi-

for any elements X.
f
 у, -e results in the total an-

tisymmetry of'the structure tensor with 3 love
4
 indeces

c G С
 C C U3)

In a semisimple Lie algebraVcanonical basis J£ -+

-у. (H. E ) may be chosen in such a way that

the set of the commutators for the basis elements acqui-

res the most simple fora
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Here Л < i, £ < t , where t is the rank of the al-

gebra, i.e. the number of the commuting basis elements. The

commuting elements of the Lie algebra form a subalgebra,

named the Gartan subalgebra. At linear transformations of

the subalgebra the number* «Л behave as the coivonenvj

of a vector. Th's 1 -dimensional vector ы is named

the root of the algebra. In view of the Jacobi identity,

the numbers a'
J
 are related to <x • (see further Eq.

(A.6)). The number function N( ot
}
 p ) does not vanish

only if <at A , and oi+p are roots of the algebra;

> the explicit expression may be found in the book by Gilmo-

j re 26 , p.280.

The introduction of the canonical basis is, in fact,

a reduction of the system of Cj n x n - matrices

(j = 1, ...,t ) with elements equal to the structure cons»

tauts C.g , to a diagonal form. If there is a basis

for which all the structure constants are real (in this

case the Lie algebra is named real), the matrices £j

are akew-Hermitean, the elgen-values are pure imaginary,

and the root vectors are real- If cC is a root, - <X is

also a root, so that the total number of roots is even,

П.-1 =• 2p • -Tbe canonical basis of a real algeb-

ra is reduced to a real form by means of the linear

transformation £ %
 л
 = J T i K^ .
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For the canonical basis the Killing tensor is separa-

ted into two sectors

U.5)

while <к * = <Г. £ о(
к
 , The canonical commutators are

соvariant under linear transformations of the Gar tan subal-

gebra, as well as under gauge transformations of the ele-

ments f^ : £^ _, Х
ы
 €^ where A^ is a number.

Using this "reedom, one nay reduce the filing tensor &

isotropic form

where JL~ Z~* *L OC is a number, not fix d yet and

determined by a common scale of the root vectc: з, i.e. in

essence by the general normalization of the basis elements

of the Lie algebra. It., root space has an buclidean me trios

given by Eq. (A.6).

For any root oC there ia a reflection in the ortho-

gonal hyperplane

It is proven (see e.g. the lecture notes by Racah 27 )
t

that if /3 is a root then <£y0 is also a root, so

that o^ transforms the root system into itself. Ill the

reflections and all their products form a finite group V,

the Weyl group. The elements of W are permutations in the

root system, so the order of the Weyl group is a divisor

of the number (n-r)'« The orders of the Weyl group for

all simple groups are calculated in a paper by Cartan ^2.,
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All the nonzero vectors in the root space ma,y be divi-

ded between two groups: "positive" and "negative**; say, in

accordance with the sign of the first nonvanishing compo-

nent in a fixed basis* If a root <X is positive its part-

ner — o< i. negative. The highest root is that root oi£t

for which <*"*- Ы. A
 > О for any ft * 2,...,2p»

A.2. Matrix representations

Elements of an abstract Lie algebra are represented

by matrices, dc —> JC , for which the multiplication

in the algebra is just the commutetor. If the structure

constants are real, there are equivalent commutators of

flermiteau conjugated basip matricest

where *• is a nonsingular matrix:* In particular, there

are real representations, for «hich JC^ are skew-Hermi-

tean e^d Г = 1,

Any matrix representation is determined, up to an iso-

morphism, by the elgenve'ues of those representing the Car-»

tan basis H • . If they all are in diagonal form, one

d
may write

(H.) ^i-^
(/4)

S . / . , • = , . £ / (A.9)

where </ is the dimensionality of the representation,

and vf//"/ are components of the weight vectors V " ' ^
</ — —

The weight vectors belong to the same t. -dimensional
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Euclidean space, as the roots» while an; difference

it/ £"/» -&• ̂ is a linear combination of the roots with

integer coefficients* Just as tne root eyetee, the weight

system for any representation has the symmetry with res -

pect to the Weyl group. If V is a weight, <£ "V ж

= v — Л {•*?*) -~£ is &1BQ a weight in the ease

representation for any <X . Therefore the number

integer for any Ы. and "V/ . An or-

dering in the root space generate^ the ordering in the

weight system; usually one assumes that /< < ъ> if

V ^ - 'i?'"' > О
 щ

 ± representation is totally

determined by its highest weight € = *v ̂ x* . Other

weights are obtained from С by subtracting some combina-

tions of positive roots. The number «£^c«T//•<*• is a

non—negative integer for any positive root of > с .

Let 'if'C'
w
J be a normalized eigen-vector of the mat-

rices H; , corresponding to the eigenvalues
 г

 *< •

A consequence of the commutators in Eqs. (A..4) is

(A.10)

where * £ is a number function* If the

vector "U/-+tx is not a weight in the system for the

representation in view, then *~Ст?, <* J = О . By defini-

tion of the highest weight, £^f ' = 0 for any <** > 0.

*.ny cf -dimensional vector -j£f*"v j,s obtained from

i f у ~ * by the action of a product of matrices -̂«с.

I with t< > 0.

The invariant operators for the algebra are construc-

ted by aeans of a convolution of a product of basis ele-

ments with the metric tensor (A.2). The invariant operators



are represented by matrices, that commute with any eleaente

о
л
 the representation} so fo** en irreducible representation

any such matrix is unity multiplied by a factor (the eigen-

value). The simplest end the most interesting is the se-

cond-order Ca~lmir operator

«• = -«" " 4 4 - " (f
 H
j "/ * } «

 e
-* )

л
"~

 <АИ1}4 4 - " (f
 H
j "/ * -*

Its eigen-value A
f
 ' for a given representation, О^аД-Гг

as well as the dimensionality of the repreeen' ition ie writ-

ten in terms of the highest weight € t

??)= z V1"
С1И2)

4= a ££±J

wb«»re P ^ % >„** J £>*=€. +j> . iJhis expression for

X(€j may be rather easily obtained in a pure algebraic way

(see e.g. Racah 27 )• The result for the dimensionality

da was obtained by Weyl from the formula for the repre-

sentation character. The vector f> is involved also in

some other formulae of the representation theory. A direct

calculation shows, by the way, that for any simple Lie al-

gebra /*//t s c/24« An immediate consequence of

(A.11) is that for the regular representation (see the

next Section) A s 1. Note that for any irreducible mat-

rix representation
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A.3. The regular representation

Consider д matrices with elements equal to the struc-

ture constants

(£~)i* <l
In view of the Jacob! identity, they satisfy the commutation

relations (1.1)

Thas the structure constants provide *ith a matrix repreaen-
Л

tation Х
л
 -> C^ , that is named the regular represen-

tation* Its dimensionality equals to that of the algebra*

If the structure constants are real, the matrices .Ca are

skew-Hermitean in the sense of the Killing metrics:

The set of the weight vectors for the regular representa -

tion is quite clear in the canonical basis* The indexf<

has n valuest 1, ..«.Ij Ы.
(1
?.. 4 • •••• 5 ^ - <s?

<w
..,,

L. - 3
a
^ while ъ? Ъ) я 0 for the Cartan subspace,

end V'
 Гл
^ ~ «Г for any o? • The highest weight is

the highest root* The structure constants are Imaginary in

the canonical basis% it is easily seen that

£ S*£ *
Other matrix elements of C,- are zero».

The structure constants behave as components of a

rank-3 tensor at arbitrary linear transformedions of the
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Lie algebra. Among the transfomatlons there are those con-

sprving the structure consta-fcs. Such transformations (thouRh

not all of them) may be found by aeaus of the regular repre-

sentation of the algebra. Define а л « а - matrix

where 2 *" a*
1
® numbers. Then

where /I (э ) are matrix elements of ^

prove this relation, it is sufficient to expand l.h.s. as

a series over multiple commutators and to иве then i£q.

(A.15)» £q» (A.19) niay also be written in the following

form

* Л!А;-

Thus the structure constants are invariant under the linear

transfor ations of the basis

The decomposition of the Lie algebra elements over the re-

al basis, Jc =. 7
Q
X^ -o* <: y°- < o& , introduces

a Gartesian-type coordinate systeic, The algebra is consi-

dered as a linear space, where a group of linear transforma-

tions, Jf **• —> A* (?) J ^ i acts, called tne adooint

group. The antisyuuaetric "triple products" /cr
f
 x

x
 x

3
 2 —

- Т ^ г ^ т *
1
/ " * « are invariants of the anoint

group. The Lie group is also the Euclidean space, the bi-
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nary scalar product is defined by means of toe Killing ten-

sor, <--;,4;-*"//*;« •

Instead of the Oartesian coordinates one nay also de-

fine a generalization of the polar coordinates. To introdu-

ce the polar coordinates, the matrix of the regular repre-

sentation is reduced to a diagonal fora

if

In other terms, the rariables ?*" and ( f j <**) are re-

lated by the equation

/*-r /?°-feo)Y>
y
' U.22b)

Tha radial coordinates y» determine the length of the

vector зс
 t

 as

f U.25)

The angular parameters <*> are defined by ixj. (A.22) with

an ambiguity: the result is the same if one substitutes

/\(IAJ)-> A (<*>,,)/4 fa) , where the matrix dfa
f
) \

commutes «lth <f H « T o fix tr-г choice, one may assu- |

me for instance, that 4 fa) * ex&f£-<*>. £/ ) е«л = л> . *

The Weyl reflections are elements of the ajolnt group and

they permute the diagonal elements of <f H • To avoid

this sort of ambiguity i some additional restrictions are

usually applied to the parameters <f x

О . 2>O (A

This domain in the space of radial coordinates <f is

named the Weyl chamber. The Euclidean space of <f is

divided by the hyperplanes С' 6?<f') в О into Л^, re-

gions congruent to the Weyl chamber ( Л/^ is the order
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•f the Weyl group). The Weyl transformations permute these

r^jions.

A.4. Oonpact gyoups

Elements of a continuous group G , corresponding

to the Lie algebra A are constructed by aeana of the

formal exponential, that acquires the literal meaning for

a matrix representation

Here 9 ie an element of the abstract group Q} X* are

the group parameters, J\a. ie the matrix representation

of the basis element of the algebra A. , and ^C§) is

the matrix representation of & • We assume that the Lie

algebra is real, then the Lie group is real, or x*- are

real numbers at X* — - X^ , while J> C$") is uni-

tary* It is assumed als^ that the Killing tensor is positi-

ve definite* In this case the exp-operation is a mapping of

the Lie algebra on the compact gr up; i.e. the group mani-

fold is compaot.

The transformation 9 -* ̂  g £ , where ^ is

a fixed element, is an automorphism of the group. 1 linear

transformation from the ajoint group acts in the space of

ihe group parameters

) (A.26)

Applying such a transformation, any element of the group

may be represented as follows
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V к(?)***р^Н.

(Cf the analogous Eq. (A. 22) for the Lie algebra, tie re

у* / Л * О ) • At fixed V , th- elements (A.2?) form

an Abelian subgroup. Evidently, the group elements depend on

<f* periodically. Actually, for any representation

2.{£w)/c(.2- are integers, ao exp (Ъгго?/?/о<*- ") is the

unit element. Thus

and the marifоId of parameters of the Abelian subgroup is

manifestly compact. All such subgroups are isomorphic, and

the structure is named the rHjtimal torlts of the Lie group.

The vectors o? are periods on the torus* More details

are given in Appendix С I

The matrix representations of a group are identified j

ju-t as those for the Lie algebra, by means of the highest j

weight vector C. . For any positive root <K number
 ;

2 f£oi*J /oC2" is a non-negative integer. A group i

representation is determined by a set of r non-negative

integers €J=Z(£'f)/(FJ')%' » wnere ?J ie » einple

root (see Appendix C) . Any such set ( •£*£*, С ) cor-

responds to a unitary representation.

A.5» Integration on a group

Integration on a group is introduced by means of an

invariant measure t ^9^ е1(£,§) » wnere

<f is an arbitrary group element. The invariance deter-

mines the dependence of the measure on the radial parame-

ters if in Eq. (A.27) )• This result is due to leyl
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(see 2* and 25 >

a. 29)

t

Here C^s ie a constant, </ p * /7 ety>J ,

is an element of the (n-r)-di»ensional voluee in space of

the angular variables. The sua in Eq, (A.29) is over the

elements of the Weyl group, €tr =• »{e.~6 в- = ± з_ . The con-

stant C^s is fixed by the requirement that the voluee

of the group manifold equals t« 1. Asuming that the integ-

ral over the angular variables ie also normalized to 1, one

finds C^f j

с
Нвх-е /V^y is the order of the Weyl group, v^ is the vo-

lume of the maximal torus. The domain of the у variab-

les and, respectively, V
o
 is discussed in Appendix C.

The invariant integral may be also defined, if one

considers the group manifold as the Kiemannian space (see

Appendix 3). The result obtained in that waj coincides

with (A.29).

Any smooth function on the group may be expanded over

the unitary representations, and a sort of the Fourier se-

ries arisesj

Here c(p is the dimensionality of the representation
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with the highest weight 6 , F~ ' is a of^ _ mat-

rix* The representation matrices form an orthonormal system

JK€)/<Ф^tJ//'№$*Sfif'jfy/1 ')*&,*')4"x и-
the indices ^*

f
 is = 1, ..., е/? numerate the rows

and the columns of the matrix*

/unctions, constant on classes of equivalent elements,

?(£'}£) - FC$) for any ^) , are of special in-

terest. Such functions are totally determined by their va-

lues on the maximal torus. In this case any coefficient

matrix F ' / is proportional to the unit matrix, and

the series (A»J1) is reduced to the following

1 'V

I
The functions J(' '(*f ) , the representation characters,

form a system on the torus, ortbonormal with respect to

the Weyl measure:

where 5 (^ > V t ) is the usual b — function on the

fcorus. £he orthogonality of the characters is quite clear

with the remarkable Weyl formula for the character 24- :

ъ2~
х
 L <r **? £(*£,
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A direct consequence of ths definition of the character is

tti expression for the representation dimensionality, с/, ~

- -Ccsn Jf (V У • The characters are ei gen-func-

tions of a differential operator on the torus, cf. 2q.(B.2O).

A.6. Unitary groups

All skew-Hermitean matrices of a given rank N with se-

ro trace fora a Lie algebra with the commutation as the bi-

nary operation. This is an algebra of generates of the

SU(ff) group, the group of unitary I x N matrices with unit
p

determinant. The dimensionality is n = N - 1, the rank

г з H «* 1. the number of positive roots p = K(N~1).

Г - ^ ~

We illustrate some general formulae for ttis class of the

simple Lie algebras.

Consider a total orthonormal system of R-dimensional

Euclidean vectors

Tsie the following basis of the Cartan subalgebra

^°
;
5'- / </^^-

v
-

/
; V^,*r-« (A.56)

Let V ' be a vect г with identical components,

V/"Jsi /Y~Vz- . then J>/// = r i r ^ i r ^ V - A Note

that due to the completeness

V V
y ; C

> CA.3?)

I«t any matrix Е
ы
 has only one nonzero element off

the diagonal (F^ ) — z yV ̂  v> . Then the roots

are numerated by the pairs of the numbers / 4 >* x



if j*< <: ь> . Substituting the matrices into the com-

mutators (A.4), one obtains the roots

The Weyl reflection <£. (A.7) for a root ^ ^ ^ is

an exchange of Tr O'J and TT^J for any J. . Therefo-

re the Weyl group consists of ail the simultaneous permuta-

tions, of the components of the vectors vc<t) and is of

the order B^, = H ;

The described Hi-dimensional representation of the Lie

algebra is named the fundamental representation. Таь

weights are just the components of V&h v f "
;

e
 V^

The eigen-value of the second-order Casinur operator is

Л - 1/2 (1-ВГ
2
). Ъу пеапь of (A.37)t it is easily seen

that

- f f a.39)

For the ajoint representation the highest weight is С =

a '£(*•"'} • €*~ a 2, and /I я 1, Рог an arbitrary

representation of SU(N) the weights may be decomposed over

the system of Я weights of the fundamental representation • ;
О

2t/" — ^ T "J {&(•/*) « while any number

-.-», / 7 - «i-fiJ. is an integer. (Note that the
;/«

weights are (5-1)—dimensional, and the system is overcomp-

lete). Por the highest weight С these integers are non-

negative at J* < \>
 t

 and {, is determined by H - 1

numbers

for the fundamental representation

for the anoint o-e {
m
] = (2,1, ...,1). Calculating
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with Eq. (A.12) one obtains

= Z. £*»i-r(y-2K+<)mK']-У

/ ^ ^ <-«»

Constructing a representation by means of irreducible ten-

sors in the complex H-dimensional space, one identifies

m
K
 as a number of c(lls in the k-th line of the corres-

ponding Young diagram. The representation may 'be alsu desc-

ribed with components of the highest weight u) with a

supplementary condition ^ ^ - °*

Consider now two most frequently mentioned casest the

Lie algebras of SU(2) and S U 0 ) .

i) SU{2). The root space is a line, the rcots d ' =

is the usual angular momentum vector, thon

*
The representation dimensionality ** e 2^ +1, the weights

1SP'S-
y/
u/I , where /b = J^ j-L^ ..., -J , Isr

the fundamental representation J = 1/2, for the regular

one j = 1 .

ii) SU(3). The root space is a plane; the positive

roots Й
Г
'Ч= (<s.o) ,

= (Vie.
 J
 - /371 ; ; P= « .

The Jacobi system вшу be chosen for the vectors

2. •

The highest weight has the components £=i((m-r*. )/ ^i

The representation may also be identified by a pair of
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non-negative integers (p.q), while **t=:p+f, mi.~% •

Another description of the SU(N) group i s frequently

used in the literature. The basis of the Lie algebra i s a

set of H generators л^^ with a supplementary con-

£$tion <£ X = 0 (see e.g. the paper by Racah 27 ) ,

Jn this variant the commutators are

'= X

The fundamental representation is given by

1
where C ^ € 1 - ^ — ^«- is an orthonormal basis in

the N-diaensional space, 1V '— 6O€- . The roots are

and they are normal to the vector С С '+ с •*• ...-*•
 c
 л

means of a rotation in the N—dimensional space, one may '•

r.hange the basis, so that the last component of any root

vanishes '•

Sq. (A.58) presents the root components just in such a ba-

sis. In this transformation there is still a freedom to ro-

tate without changing the H-th component. This freedom is

the ambiguity in the choice of the basis V ^ in £q.

(A.J6), i.e. the freedom to choose the Cartan basis //,
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В. Group aa a Rieaannian space

One may realize elements of a Lie algebra as first-or-

der differential operators on a homogeneous space. The

group itself is such a homogeneous space, while the opera-

tors are

Z № - & ?
 (B
-
1>

where ^ - J ^ j , ^ . The operators ?*(£) generate

left shifts on the group if

£1 (B-2>
where У*— £*~(? f) *-s t n e multiplication ±aw in terms

of the coordinates resulting from the product of the expo-

nents (A.18). The function Z( £ ? ) is given explicitly

by means of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorf

Calculate the derivative of in (B.2), using the

known integral representation for the matrix exponent

(B.4)

(

Hence at ^-» & r^~* f > one

and using Eq. (A.26) one obtains the matrix field U, in-

verse to L,

Introduce the polar coordinates (A.27) and use explicit-

ly the form of the structure constants in the canonical

5?



basis, Sq. (АИ7). Tae result ie

(B.6)

It ie seen, in particular, that

5f f (в.?)

Note also some useful properties of the matrix field

L( У ), rebUlting from £qs. (B«6), (A.16), and (JL»22a)s

(B.e)

The field M( ? ) determines essentially the geometry

of the Lie algebra and of the Lie group. To eluoidate its

geometrical meaning, consider an infinitesimal shift in

The differentials S"> form a tangent linear space at

the point "F ef the group manifold» The projection of

c/T on this space is given by the matrix И

In view of Sqa, (B.1) the matrix field ^^/J eatis- *

fies a set of differential equations
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Metrics on the group manifold is Induced by the Killing

metrics (A.2) on the tangent space

(B.10)

Thus the group is provided with the properties of the Rie-

mannlan space, The field M(j) is just the analog

to the Tierbein field, used in general relativity» The

group manifold has a specific property taat the field sa-

tisfies the equations (B.9).

The geometric characteristics of the group, the Chris-

toffel symbol and the Rlenann tensor, are calculated using

Eqs* (B.9), while the total antisymmetry of 0 -. , given

in Eq. (A»3), is extremely essential* The result is

A remarkable fact is that the Riemann curvature of the

group is a constant determined only by che group dimensio-

nality о

The invatiant measure for a group is defined as for

any Riemannian space, as follows



A
where det afet Q = /I j ^ is a constant* It may be ahown

that the Jacobian of the transformation from Cartesian co-

ordinates F4- to polar coodinatee C^, ***)

is of the fora /7 (OCY>J £(<*>) % where Aftn) ia a

function of the angular variables. With this in view, ta-

king (B.7) and adjusting the constant Ce in such a

way that the group volume be equal to 1, we see that the

measure (B.12) coincides with the ffeyl measure (A.29). She

explicit form of CA is given in Eq. (5*Л0).

To be definite we considered the left shifts on the

group. It is for the left shift operator that Eq. (B.3)

is valid. The right shifts may be considered in the same

manner. Writting the right shift as 9^ - (4$ f'
4
)^

 aa
^

using the property of the ajoint representation, Eq.(A.26),

we easily relate the right-shift operator to

The left-shift operators are invariant under right shifts

(and vice versa):

This important fact is a consequence of that the multipli-

cation law is associative ^-(^^(jj^)) ~ <?/
г
^?,/Л h)

Differentiating this identity over £ , one gets Eq.

(B.1Jb). Another useful relation is obtained from £q,(B«8)



One may state that the field L( T ) transfer» the deri-

vative operation froв the vicinity of the unit group element

( J я 0) to the element with any £ «In view of Eq.

(ВИЗЪ), the action of the left-shift operator on the repre-

sentation matrix is evidentt

Wish this result and using the Fourier expansion on the

group, one may obtain basic properties of the PQ_ opera-

tor.

The Laplace operator for a group, as for any Riemanni-

an space, is defined as the invariant second-order diffe-

rential operator. By means of £qs. (B.10) and (B.11) it is j

easy to see that it is just the differential realization j

of the second-order Casimir operator \

(B.16)

where

For functions, depending in the radial coordinates only,

Eq» (A.33), the Laplace operator is of the form

СВИ7)



where the function jCy) is defined in Eq. (A,29).
о

The operator ^ is the radial part of the Laplace

operator, it was analysed by Berezin 30 . Note once more

that for any simple group

о
This term in & appears as a consequence of the re-

quirement ^«1 s 0. It is evident if one puts *?C<f<) *

given by the sum over the feyl group, into Eq. (ВИ7). Ou

the other hand, using the second form of *J(<f) as pro-

duct of the sines, one gets a remarkable identity

2 fjyr

Matrix elements of the representations, as well as the cha-

racters, are the eigen-functioDe of the Laplace operator

(B.20)

This is a direct consequence of Eq. (B
e
15)« The eigen-va-

lues A(£J are given in Sq. (A.12).

C« Maximal torus

1д the root space one may use an affine basis formed

by r simple roots f б/'J
 J
 j = -̂  2

f
 ...

y
 "c . (See the

atricle 28 i the root is named simple if it is positive

and can not be represented by a sum of other positive

roots)* Any positive root may be decomposed over this ba-

sis, and the coeificients are non-negative integers.
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Functions on the maximal torus are periodical, cf. bq.

(/.28),

~ fffj (0.1)

and any perio.. V вау be written as follows

? . ? fyffQJ (0.2)

while /г. are integers. The vectors f d' form a basis of

the г-dimensional lattice J7 consisting of all th~ per'>d

vectors V . The vector <р is represented by its cont-

ponents in thie basis, &-£*?& # Taking Eq. (C.1)
j <f

into account, one may aseuee that -7Г<^-< тг for any

jl . Нале this domain in the у space tne torus
 r

I \ *

Its volume in the Eucllde&n measure is easily calculated

Example» the SU(N) group. The simple roots are <K <*' s

g (see (A.38) ), J з 1,...,

How

Beside the periodical property functions on the Lie

group have a symmetry under the Weyl transformations (A.7).

So the functions are determined by their values nn the

Weyl chamber (A.24), and the maximal torus is a part of the

Weyl chamber, lying inside the torus 77 . (Recall

that we deal with simply connected groupa, i.e. the uni-

versal covering groups of the ajoint groups, having no cen-



ter)» Considering a function, invariant under the Weyl

group, one aay extend it to the whole region T^ • This

enables one to integrate always iver 77 , wliere the

boundaries of the f* domain are simpler.

Functions on the torus are represented by the Fourier

series

(0.4)

x

Here the suo» is over all integers С , «md the vector

A may Ъе written in the biorthogonal >>asis

A & function on the torus T\ is defined by

means of the Fourier series

where A is a icne.4%.

The matrix A is invariant under the Weyl reflections,

<Г*4 <T - A
 t

 if we deal with the 9 function on the

torus 4]_ . In case the matrix ( fr-j
 }
 ̂  fit*) )

 i s dia
~

gonal, the function ФС&А) is a product of usual

elliptic functions (definition see e.g. in yj )i



The one-dimensional 0 function may be also represented

by another series

.'A •«

(C7)

In analoguous transformation is applicable also to the mul

ti-dimensional case, if the matrix A is not singular

(C.8)

v

Hot© the Hmit of (2rrj'X' fPffj *) at 1 ^ 0 i s the

tT~— function on the torus 7^ •
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